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Message from the Commodore . . . .
The Northwest Nationals met with typical Willamette Valley weather…..it may rain, it may not rain, it may rain a lot , or
it may rain a little. Plan “B” came into play and worked. We were able to finish the race in one long day. That wouldn’t
have been possible if it weren’t for the extra effort on the part of our many volunteers and safety rescue personnel. The
race teams are to be commended as well as everyone was on the ball, paid attention, and were able to get turned around.
Sunday morning met us with torrential rain about the time that all equipment was off the water and on its way to storage.
I want to thank everyone who stayed and helped with the tear down and moving of equipment. The work doesn’t just
happen at the track. I also want to thank the drivers who brought out their boats for the first time in a very long time, it
was great to see.
The past two years have seen many changes to Columbia Drag Boat Association. My time as Commodore has been
exhausting, stressful, exciting, fun, but most of all a learning experience that I will carry with me going forward. I fully
believe that there is a great “team” in charge of the association but I also believe that we need to keep members filtering
through the Board. Each member as well as each racer needs to be reminded of just what kind of hard work and commitment is needed to keep the CDBA moving forward. As my wife said earlier, we are a collective of men, women, and
children who all love drag boat racing. We are all equal with equal responsibilities and benefits. We are a great big dysfunctional family that gathers four times a year for a reunion and get to play with our race boats while we are there. I will
be the Commodore until the first race in June and will be very much involved in helping when I can. Please watch for
announcements of board meetings, all members are invited to participate in them. As we get closer to next season, watch
for information for our awards ceremony and banquet that will take place at the first race.
Thank you !
Joe
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CDBA Northwest Nationals 2019
text & photos by Steve Montgomery
So the final home race of the CDBA season always comes with a mix of emotions. Those of us not involved in
course set up, take down, running the race and just getting the travelling circus to the race site are somewhat
sad the season is almost over. Those that are involved with all that work and the running of the race are doing
cartwheels, both physical and mental it seems. After this event their call to duty won’t happen until the following June.
In the past this event has been hit by some typical Pacific Northwest weather and those coming to the race track
early Saturday morning were greeted by fog, lots of fog. Which all burnt off by the time anyone was ready to
race of course. There was a threat of more serious weather conditions for Sunday however and CDBA officials
advised racers that there would be some changes to the normal race schedule. The plan was to run some eliminations Saturday afternoon and at one point the decision was made to run the entire race on Saturday as Sunday
was looking like a total wash-out. So, even with a low boat count there was a sense of urgency from race officials not necessarily shared by all the racers. With some teams competing in more than one class scheduling
becomes an issue with the tower and the ramp and the radio chatter was entertaining to say the least.
The boat count did show some improvement with the paperwork listing 42, with 15 in Super E and a few racers
competing in multiple classes. Cole Billings and Kyle Harder in both Mod Eliminator and Stock Eliminator ,
Derek Neliton in Stock Eliminator and River Racer. Mod Eliminator Class registration outpaced Top Eliminator
8 to 6, that’s a rare occurrence. So a hard count of registration would show 24 different teams. One new driver
with Paul Stuart showing with a tunnel jet out of Washington state, a few “recycled” drivers with Skip Hruby
dusting off “Nessie” and Commodore Joe Willis debuting the “Headhunter” blown flat entry, running in Top
Eliminator for now. Pete Collett also brought out the “Twisted Bounty Hunter” to run Pro Mod, that beautiful
outrigger hull making some full passes down track. Jurgen Gunther had the “Horizontal Attitude” jet running in
River Racer as a tribute to his wife Angie who we lost earlier this year.

Lot of stuff
going on in a
one day race
including
logging, pro
phone photographers and
new driver
orientation.
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River Racer had 6 entries and top qualifier was Jurgen Gunther, he ran just .028 off his index to earn that honor.
Things didn’t go quite as well for Gunther in eliminations however, #6 qualifier Derek Neliton cut a .066 light
compared to Gunther’s .734 and the win would go to Neliton. #2 qualifier and point leader Kevin Weldon took a
start line advantage and had Skip Hruby covered down track but his right foot ended his day with a .013 breakout at the finish line. #3 Dustin Harder also had some trouble at the start line with a .807 reaction time and #4
Steve Ziebert ran just .040 off his index for the win there.
Round 2 of River Racer had Neliton taking the bye while Hruby and Ziebert paired to see who would join him
in the final. The difference at the start line was .013 in Hruby’s favor and he was also closer to his index down
track for the win. The final was decided at the start line with Neliton a little too quick off the rope with a .024
red light and the win went to Hruby in “Nessie”Weldon held a 500 point lead coming into the final race so with
the amount of boats present he was unreachable. Ziebert’s first round win over Harder cemented his runner up
spot in the points as well. So unless someone makes the trip to Parker that should stay about the same.
Left, Jurgen Gunther took the top
qualifying spot in RR while point leader
Kevin Weldon (below) was #2. Coming
into this race Weldon held a 506 point
lead in the championship standings so
that was already decided. but there was
also the overall high points championship to consider.

Round 1 of RR saw Derek Neliton taking out Gunther, Weldon taking a break-out loss against Skip
Hruby and Steve Ziebert confirming a RR championship runner up spot with a win over Dustin Harder.
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Round 2 had Neliton with a bye
and a ticket to the RR final while
Ziebert was up against Hruby to see
who would join Neliton in that final.
Ziebert took the long way around
at the start line with a bit of a curse
and Hruby’s advantage there
and running very close to his index
turned into a win in “Nessie”

Above, the final
had Neliton looking good here
but a red light at
the start line had
already decided
the win in Hruby’s
favor. While Neliton looked like he
needed a coffee
or two at trophies
Hruby carried on
in wings continuing the tribute to
Angie Gunther.
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Stock Eliminator held 3 teams with multi-class racers Derek Neliton, Kyle Harder and Cole Billings in the mix.
#1 qualifier was Neliton with a soft 9.158 on their 9.00 index, nobody was running particularly close on that
index for some reason. So point leader Neliton starts round 1 with a bye while Billings and Harder fight it out.
Billings fouled out at the start line so left #1 and #2 in the point standings in the fi
final. Any doubt about the
championship was removed when Harder went .037 red at the start line and the win went to Neliton. Even if
Harder had won he would have been a few points behind on that. Good to see a little more action in this class in
2019, hope it grows even more in 2020.
Left, top qualifier in SE
was Derek Neliton, he
started round 1 with a
bye while Kyle Harder
and Cole Billings paired
to see who would join
him in the final. The
championship point
chase was tight with
Neliton holding a one
round lead over Billings
coming into this race.
Bottom right, a red light
by Billings had Harder
going on to the final.
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Shots above, the
Stock Eliminator final had Harder going red at the start
line and the win
going to Neliton.
That secures the SE
championship for
Neliton and moves
Harder up into the
runner up position.
Good to see this
class a little more
populated over the
2019 season and
these 3 drivers running this class and
others are supporting this club and
competition in a
class that needs it.
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Mod Eliminator was bristling with 8 teams in the fray and Gary Henning’s 8.007 was good for the #1 qualifying spot. He should be called out for red lighting against #8 qualifier Peter Yates, who has been struggling at the
start line all season. But to be fair you just never know and Yate’s legal .128 start had him moving on to round
2. Tom Blaettler had a legal single when Patrick McTevia did not make his call in their pairing and Kyle Harder
had no issues on his way to a round 1 win over newcomer Paul Stuart. Cole Billings eliminated the lone Canuck
from ME with his win over Stan Kujala in a battle of the flats.
Round 2 had us down to 4 and Blaettler had an easy win over Yates while Harder and Billings paired up. Billings recorded .008 at the tree while Harder was respectable at .072 but Billing’s 8.170 was caught down track
by Harder’s 8.010 and Harder moved on to the final. That final had both Blaettler and Harding taking a red light
at the start line but as the lesser offender Harder took the win and indeed the ME championship. By my feeble
math that 2nd round pass against Billings pass was pivotal in the ME championship. If Billings won that pass he
would own the title. Harder would still have to win in the final to take the championship, if he lost that final he
would have been 4 points down to Billings. Of course that all changes if someone makes the trip to Parker.
Gary Henning was #1 qualifier in ME
but lost out on a red light to Peter Yates
in round 1. Below, Cole Billings picked
up a round 1 win over the sole Canuck
racer on site Stan Kujala. Billings was
the point leader coming into this event,
a mere 106 points ahead of Kyle Harder.

Left, Kyle Harder’s
pairing with Paul Stuart resulted in Harder
moving on to round 2,
tough to show up green
and deal with ME class.
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Round 2
of ME had
Blaettler winning over Yates and Harder ended Billing’s
dreams of an ME championship. The final had both drivers red lighting, Blaettler’s was worse and the win went
to Harding and also the ME championship.
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Top Eliminator Class had 6 entries and for the 2nd race in a row top qualifier was Sam McLaughlin in the blown
gas flat, a 7.010 good for that. His first round pairing against Joe Willis has us somewhat confused out on the
water, Willis blazed down track first but had taken a red light, McLaughlin obviously had some sort of issue but
his 2.97 reaction time was still legal and good for the win. #2 qualifier Bob Haislett burnt down the tree with a
perfect .000 reaction time in his win over Austin Cole, that start by Haislett would be good for some hardware
later on in the day. The last pairing had TE rivals Brian Reinhart and Rob Temple fighting it out but a .056 red
light by Reinhart had that match ending early. McLaughlin had a round 2 bye while Haislett and Temple paired,
again a red light decided that pass when Haislett recorded .104 on the wrong side of the tree.
So our final was set with McLaughlin and Temple and once again a red light was the determining factor.
McLaughlin posted -.093 at the tree and the win would go to Temple with a .075 light and 6,994 break-out.
Someone fouled against Temple at the tree every pass! As far as the championship points go we’re seeing something I never thought would happen. Temple missed the first race and now leads in the championship. In a class
like TE with as few races we have that is surprising to say the least. And again a trip to Parker could change
everything in the championship point race.

Top qualifier in TE was Sam McLaughlin and he took a
round 1 win over a red lighting Joe Willis. Below, Bob
Haislett’s perfect reaction time was a factor in his win
over Austin Cole. Bottom left, Brian Reinhart’s red
light on this pass against Rob Temple turned out to have
major implications on the TE championship.
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Top left, McLaughlin’s round 2 bye meant another
trip to a final for the blown gas flat driver. Above,
Haislett’s red light in round 2 had Temple going to
the final as well. Another red light also decided the
final with McLaughlin going red and Temple’s win
has him in front of the pack in TE points.
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It’s been a topsy-turvy season in Pro Eliminator and there’s no telling what would happen next. Basically the
championship was up for grabs at this event. Coming in to this race Al Zemke was the point leader with the
Yates/Petersen team 90 points behind and Rick Coffman 102 points shy. So whoever won this race would be
champion after Coffman took the best qualifying pass and Zemke ended up #3 qualifier. 96 points separated positions 1 and 3. So Coffman started things off right with a bye run but Zemke committed the cardinal sin of red
lighting against Yates in their pairing, that finished off his championship run for 2019. The final between Yates
and Coffman was very close, Yates was .032 better off the line than Coffman and that was the major difference.
Coffman’s numbers were .185 at the tree and 6.519 down track while Yates was .153 off the line and 6.520 to
the finish line. Very cool all around and the talk about next season has already started. It’s hard to believe this
will be the first championship for the Yates/Petersen combo, I’m sure it will be celebrated in style.
Rick Coffman had the best qualifying
time in PE and enjoyed a round 1 bye
and a direct route to the final. Bottom, a round 1 red light by Al Zemke
against Chris Yates finished his race
day and championship hopes. That
left Coffman and Yates hunting for
the win and the PE championship.
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Close race in the PE final with Yates taking a slight advantage off the start line and holding off the charge by Coffman.
It’s been a strange year in this class and this win by the
“Yikes” team will give them the championship. Any one of
the 3 teams on site today could have staked that claim!
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Super E again was the largest group of the event with 15 participants ready to go Saturday afternoon and the
lucky bye winner was Stan Kujala in his ME flat. Dustin Harder took a round 1 win over Tom Blaettler, Sam
McLaughlin got by Jurgen Gunther, Skip Hruby advanced over Rob Temple, Gary Henning over Kyle Harder,
Brian Reinhart did the same to Bob Haislett, Cole Billings removed Kevin Weldon from the program and Rick
Coffman eliminated fellow PE racer Al Zemke to end round 1.
Round 2 saw Coffman dropping out to concentrate on PE and Gary Henning drew the bye run. Billings moved
on to round 3 when McLaughlin fouled at the start line. Both Dustin Harder and Hruby broke out in their pairing but Hruby advanced as the lesser offender. In a battle of the triple 7’s Kujala got by Reinhart, both drivers
also breaking out there but Kujala broke out less.
Round 3 and we were down to 4 teams and setting up our finals in the class. Kujala and Hruby both broke out
in their pairing but the race had already been decided with a .012 red light by Kujala. Billings had a start line
advantage against fellow ME competitor Henning but was reeled in down track by the outboard driver. So our
final was set and a fairly large foul at the start line by Henning had the win going Hruby’s way, adding to his
trophy haul on the day. Henning can take some solace in the fact that he takes the season long championship in
the class and by a wide margin. Runner up in 2018, champion in 2019 is a nice progression.

Super E started with 15 teams in the mix from Pro
Eliminator to River Racer.
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Super E had a lot of the best racing all day
and the final came down to Gary Henning
and Skip Hruby. Henning’s red light had the
win going Hruby’s way finishing off a great
race day for the “Nessie” team. Henning’s
2nd place showing has the championship
coming his way.
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No time for 2nd chance racing this time around, the motivation to get this race finished in one day wouldn’t allow for that of course. And there was no question about best reaction time, Bob Haislett’s triple 0’s had that all
locked up. “Outstanding Race Team” was probably an easy one to decide as well with Skip Hruby in “Nessie”
collecting wins in River Racer and Super E after many seasons away from racing.
There were a few more items to deal with this being the last local race of the season. The pot luck dinner was a
great idea and thanks to Scotty and crew for the great mains. And thanks to all that brought some sides, excellent meal all around and the company wasn’t too bad either. A rowdy Saturday evening general meeting, and
a somewhat confusing nomination meeting followed by the day’s racing trophy meeting. We did also auction
off the photo for next season’s schedule poster and Michelle DeBoard started something with suggesting Angie
Gunther should be on that and with many people donating in to that it totalled up to $1700 or from what I remember. We’ll be looking for a complete list of those that donated to that worthy cause and of course Hot Wired
Images will endeavor to come up with something special for that.
So the latest at this time of writing has Brian Reinhart and Darreld Murphy in for the 2 vacant board positions,
Tim Tregoning for commodore, and Debi Julius for treasurer, The confusion came in with Michelle DeBoard’s
nomination which she and others thought was for treasurer but was listed as a board position. She withdrew that
nomination on Sunday morning and made it clear that she could still be elected on a write in vote for the position of treasurer. Either way we’ll all do okay but it’s looking like we won’t be doing a lot of voting on board
positions this time around which should be somewhat concerning to all of us.
A couple of things to point out, while only a single Canadian was racing at this event a couple of Canadian
teams showed without their boats and helped out both the club and other race teams. And that is no small drive,
I can attest to that personally. While there did seem to be a few more ex-racers around for this event I find it
hard to understand why we don’t see more past racers and members out at Dexter. And let me just say that hanging around the “Yikes” pit after a day of racing is always entertaining. We are supposed to be having some fun
out there both on the water and once racing is over for the day.

Below, a .000 reaction time
by Bob Haislett was good
for a “Best Reaction Time”
plaque.

Skip Hruby and the
“Nessie” team collected
wins in Super E, River
Racer and that earned them
an “Outstanding Race
Team” award, great race
day for them.
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Shots above, the rope was looking good Saturday morning. Right,
a collection of long lens shots from the end of the dock.
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Not hard to see who was the air show king for this event.
Honorable mention at best to a couple of others.
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Great to see Pete Collett out there getting down the
track without any issues.
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Some returning
racers putting
on a show!
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The new guy Paul Stewart, kind of thrown in with the
wolves at his first race. There will be better race days
ahead for him I’m sure.

Here’s a couple of teams that work hard just to get to races.
The Hennings make the trip from Idaho and Stan and crew
do the same from Vancouver Island, a long costly ride
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Above, the fog had started to clear during the driver’s
meeting. Below, Scotty Petersen working the room and
cooking too! A little more logging and a closed casino
after a great day of racing.
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At one point Saturday morning we had just 1 tow boat with
Greg and Bonnie Kienitz working the water solo. It got better,
we didn’t need the flag guys Timm and Bilow for long.

Just another quiet day on the water for Rescue.
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The final pass of the day Saturday
had Jurgen Gunther and Skip Hruby making a tribute pass in honor of
Angie Gunther in the “Horizontal
Attitude” jet. Angie’s memory was
also celebrated in the pits later with
a “fairy party”, her loss has touched
us all in some way.

Her Last Pass.

